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RDX crystals of less than 20 micron size were formed from cyclohexanone using carbon

dioxide as the anti-solvent. An economic assessment of the process at the

10•00I,000 lbs/yr production level showed that RDX could be recrystallized at total

capital and operating costs of about $0.50 to $1.00/lb.
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Topic A86-142 of the FY 1986 DOD SBTI Solicitation sought investigation
of methods which could produce improved intragranular cavity-free RDX
(cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine) crystals of 100-150 microns size. RDX
produced by the current method, recrystallization from cyclohexanone-water
soltution by evaporative concentration, contains intragranular cavities; they
can interfere with the performance of the explosive.

Phasex Corporation proposed the use of supercritical fluids as anti-
solvents to recrystallize RDX from organic solvent solution. The concept is
based upon the phenomenon of absorption of gas near its critical point by an
organic solvent. The absorption of the gas lowers the dissolving power of the
organic solvent for RD! resultin, in nucleation of RDX. It was suggested that
process paraneters such as RDX concentration, organic solvent, gas pressure
and temperature, rate of introduction of gas and similar factors could be
controlled to form the desired particles. Based upon early demonstrations of
the supercritical fluid anti-solvent recrystallization capabilities, the main
objective of the work. viz.. the formation of 153 micron RDX crystals free of
cavities, was later modified to include the formation of small ((20 micron)
diameter intragranular cavity-free RDX crystals.

During Phase I a wide range of parameters was investigated. By the end
of the work it was shown that the supercritical fluid anti-solvent process
could be controlled to produce RDX crystals of narrow particle size
distribution; RDX of 150 microns and RDX crystals of less than 20 micron size
were formed from cyclohexarone uaing carbon dioxide as the anti-solvent. An
economic assessment of the process at the 10.000,000 lbs/yr production level
showed tLat RDX could be recrystallized at total capital and operating costs
of about $0.50 to $1.00/lb.
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II. BACKGROUND ON 37UPERCRITICAL FLUIDS

During the late 1970's and early 1980's supercritical fluids were highly
touted for their advantages in separating or rurifyi-g many materials. Many
"misapplications" of supercritical fluids were investigated by research groups
all over the world. There was a reversal in interest when the applications to
which supercritical fluids were first addressed did not result in industrially
attractive separations processes. Therefore. before presenting the results of
the RDX recrystallization program a discussion of supercritical fluid
solubility phenomena and viable applications is given in order to acquaint the
reader with the quite interesting characteristics of these unique solvents.
Some of the viable applications developed to a commercial scale, and
therefore, supercritical fluid extraction is no longer just a conceptual
process or laboratory curiosity that it was connidtred to b'e in the early
1980's. Its application to recrystallizing explosives is tichnically and
economically attractive, and it promises to be a viable iadustrial processing
method.

A. Phenomena

The phenomenon of solubility in supe,-.ritical fluids was first reported
109 years ago by Hannay and Hogarth1 who described their observations of the
behavior of solid materials dissolved in sup,-critical fluids. They
investigated the solubility of several inorg~nic salts. e.g.. cobalt chloride.
potassium iodide, and others, in supercritical ethanol and ether, and their
experiments were carried out in a high pressure glass cell so that they could
observe the behavior of the solution as conditions of pressure and temperature
were varied. The most important result of their experimente was the finding
that at conditions above the critical temperature solely a change in pressure
caused a change in the solubility of the solid, or stating their finding in a
different way. thay observed that solely a change in pressure caused a change
in the dissolving power of the solvent.

The pressure dependence of the dissolving power of a supercritical fluid
is not limited to inorganic salt solutes. but instead it is general phenomenon
exhibited by all supercritical solvent-solid solute solutions and by many
supercritical fluid-liquid solute solutions. 2 Many technical papers
describing the results of solubility measurements with a number of organic
compounds have developed the thermodynamic framework, and the framework allows
some reasonably goo stimateg of the behavior of many other solute-solvent
systems to be made. -' In the references cited above, the solubility of
naphthalene has been used as the model system for most of the theoretical
developments, and the solubility of naphthalene has been the most widely
studied experimentally. The solubility behavior of naphthalene in
supercritical carbon dioxide is similar to that of other solute-supercritical
solvent binary systems, and this large data base can be used to describe the
concept of supercritical fluid extraction.

Diepen and Scheffer 6 were the first of many recent workers who studied
the phase behavior of naphthalene in ethylene at high pressure, and this paper
was followed with more studies from the two authors and their
co-workers7.8,9'10 Of historical interest here, Buchner first studied the
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solubility behavior of naphthalene in carbon dioxide in 190511; an iiteresting
summary of the early (and controversial) period of super-ritical fluid
solubility study is given in Reference 2. Other workers who examined h
solubility and phag behavior of naphjhalene were Tseknanskayq. et alli,13,14,
King and &obertson , Najour and King . MacKay and Paulaitisu, McHugh and
Paula*:is . Kurnik and Reidl0, Schmitt and Reid 1", Krukonis, et a11 8 . McHugh.
et al•. The solubility and phase behavior of naphthalene have been studied
in methane, ethylene. ethane, carbon dioxide, chlorotrifluoromethane, and
trifluoromethane and the last two groups18.19 extended the studies of
naphthalene solubility using xenon as the solvent. Thus, as was stated
earlier, there exists a great deal of inf.•rmation about the solubility of
naphthalene in a number of gases. Many other solids besides naphthalene have
been studied for their behavior in superrritical fluid solvents,
biphenyl 9  a2 anthracene21

* phenanithrene . benzoic acld' 3 , and still
many other8I'-.329,21,

As an example of the pressure dependent dissolving power of a
supercritical fluid. Fflure 1 gives data on the solubility of naphthalene in
carbon dioxide at 450C . As the figure shows, the solubility of naphthalene
in carbon diaxide is very small at low pressure, which ia not unexpected since
low pressure gases are not good solvents, but as the critical pressure of
carbon dioxide (71 atm) is approached, the solubility of naphthalene starts to
increase; it increases very rapidly as the pressure is raised above the
critical pressure. The solubility values (which were given in units of g/l in
the referenced paper) @-;roach about 10% (w/-*) at pressure levels of 200 atm.
Figure 2 assembles a large Iq ount of data on naphthalene solubility from the
previously referenced works . The curves shown in the figure give the
isobaric solubility values of naphthalene in car on dioxide as a function of
temperature tand the dotted line shows the solubility of naphthalene in
saturated liquid and in saturated vapor).

As related earlier, all solid compounds (and many liquids) exhibit
similar solubility behavior in supercritical fluids. To provide partial
corroboration for the statement the solubility behavior -f another system,
silica-water, is shown in Figure 3. The pressure and temperature levels are
quite different from those of naphthalene-carbon dioxide shown in Figure 2,
(because the critical temperature and pressure of the two solvents are
different). but the overall appearanci of the isobars is very similar in
appearance. For one more example, the solubility behavior of triglycerides
(e.g., soy bean oil) in carbon dioxide is given in Figure 4. The similarity
of all the figures is evident.

B. Extraction Process O.!ration

Because of the solubility characteristics shown in Figures 1-4. it is
possible to design industrial processes to extract, purify, and/or fractionate
materials based upon changes in pressure on a supercritical fluid solvent; at
high pressure an extraction can be effected, and lowering the pressure
elsewhere in the process causes the dissolved minterial to separate from the
solvent which can then be recycled to the extractor. 'Ae process can be
operated as either a batch or a continuous one depending upon the nature of
the feed and the nature of the extraction. ,.e., whether it be a purification

3
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YIGURE 2 -SOLUBILITY OF NAPETAL IN CARBOM DIOXTDE
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FIGURE 3

SOLUBILITY OF SiO 2 IN WATER
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(or topping), a fractionation. or an extraction from a reaction mass. The use
of s aupercritical fluid solvent in separat rg materials was first described
in the literature by Todd and Elgin in 1955i9; their phase equilibrium studies
of a large number of solutes with supercritical ethylene led then to suggest
tLat industrial separations processes could be readily devised baoed upon the
pressure dependence of solubility.

A schematic diagram of a process which uses a supercritical fluid as a
pressure dependent solvent to extract an organic substance is given in Figure
5a. Four basic elements of the process are shown, viz.. an extraction vegasel.
a pressure reduction valve. a saparator for collecting the materials that were
dissolved in the extractor, and a compressor for recompressing and recycling
fluid. (Ancillary pu, ps.,valving. facilities for fluid mske-up, heat
exchangers, and other eqAipment are omitted .from the figure for clarity and
ease of presentation.) Figure 5b sho-s the Pxtensive data on the solubility
of naphthalene in carbon dioxide previously given In Fi 0 ure 2, and reference
to Figures 5a and )b is made to explain how the supercritical fluid proce s
operates.

Some process operating parameters are indicated on two solubility isobars
in Figure 5b; E1 represents conditions in the extractor, e.g.. 300 atm. 55 0 C,
and S, the conditions which exist in the separator. 90 atm, 360 C. The
extractor vessel is assumed to be filled with naphthalene in admixrure with
another materi.-I t1'a'., for this discusaion, is assumed to be insoluble in
carbon dicmide. Carbon dioxide at conditiors El is passed through the
extraction vessel wherein 4 .t dissolves (and extracts) the naphthalene from the
insoluble material. Thc carbon dioxide-naphthlslene solution leaving the
extractor is next expanded to 90 atm throug,1h the yressure reduction valve and
as indicated by the directed path in Figure 5b. During the preavure reduction
step. naphthalene precipitates from the solution. (A temperature decrease of
about 19 C occurs during the expansion of the stream, and thus, the pressure
reduction path shown in Figure 5b is an oblique one.) The naphthalene that
nucleates and precipitates when the pressure is reduced is collected in the
separator, and the carbon dioxide leaving the separator is recompressed and
returned to the extractor. This recycle process contriues until all the
naphthalene is diasolved and extracted, the directed line segment 1 - 2 and
its -everse on the solubility diagram representing approximately the cyclic
procuss.

As an alternative to extraction and separation using pressure reduction
(i.e., the path 1 - 2) the process can operate at constant pressure and
temperature changes in a supercritical fluid can be used to effect the
Mextraction and separation steps. For example. and again starting at 1, the
stream leaving the extractor could be passed through a heat exchanger (instead
of a pressure reduction valve) and cooled to. say. 20 0 C as indicated by the
directed portion on the 300 atm isobar. Cooling the stream would result in
the precipitation and collection of naphthalene in the separator at conditiong
3. The carbon dioxide lea%iing the separetor could then be passed through
another heat exch-,ager loc*rt-e downstream of the separator and heated back to
55oC before being recycled to the extractor. A fluid recirculating pump is
still required, but it would supply pressure only for frictional and momentum
losses; these are small.

8
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There are regions where the solubility decreases with increasing
temperature, a behavior not usually exhibited by liquid solvents at room
temperature and advantages of this behavior can also be made in carrying out
an extraction and separation. For example, the extraction of naphthalene
could be carried out at, say. 30 0 C and 80 atm starting at point 4 and a
10-fold change in solvent disaolving power could be caused by heating the
solution only about 100 C to 40°C; the naphthalene that precipitates would be
collected, as before, in the separator. Cooling the carbon dioxide back to
30 0 C would raise its solvent power and it could be recycled for further
extraction. In another variation, carbon dioxide can be employed like
"normal" liqtid sol.vents. As stated earlier, the dashed curve shows the
solubility of naphthalene in liquid and in vapor carbon dioxide. Thus, liquid
carbon dioxide at point L can be used to extract naphthalene from the mixture
anc elsewhere in the process the carbon dioxide can be vaporized; the
naphthalene would precipitate in the vaporizer since the vapor at point V
contains negligible naphthalene. To complete the cycle, the vapor is
condensed and returned to the extractor. Which specific process to use in any
particular extraction is based upon an evaluation of many factors. The case
chosen for discussion. i.e., naphthalene extraction from another insoluble
material, is an idealized one. In an actual case there may be many materials
in the mixture that exhibit vary'rng degrees of solubility. Determining an
oprJmum balance of gas requirements, yield, selectivity, and other factors is
determined on a case-by-case basis.

It has been expedient to use the naphthalene data to present the concept
of the pressure-dependent solvation power of supercritical fluids, but the
process concept shown in Figure 5 is quite general, applying to any material
that exhibits the solubility behavior shown in Figures 2-4.

C. Process Applicationa of Supercritical Fluid Extraction

A large number of applications hen been studied in the laboratory during
the last ten years; some have progressed to the industrial scale and as an
illustration of the many kinds of materials that can be treated by
supercritical fluids a partial list of some of these applications is given in
Table I.

Table I

SUPERCRITICAL FLUID APPLICATIONS TESTED

Extraction of Spices. Natural Colorants, Essential Oils,30,31.32

Separation of Ethanol-Water 3 3 ' 3 4 ' 35 ' 3 6

Regeneration of Activated Carbon3 7 ' 3 8

Extr&,tion of Caffeine from Coffee. Tea 3 9 ' 4 0 ' 4 1' 4 2

Extraction of Oil from Soy Beans 4 3 ' 4 4 ' 4 5

Extraction of Vegetable Oil from Potato Chips 4 6

Energy Related Extractions; Coal, Residuum, Oil Shale4 7'4 8'4 9

Extraction of Chemotherapeutic Drugs from Plant Materials 5 0' 5 1

Extraction of Naval Stores from Wood Chips 5 2

10



The fact that supercriticsl extraction "works" in the applications listed
above does not necessarily mean that the processes will be viable
industrially. For example, during the late 1970's much effort was directed to
the development of# supercritical fluid extraction process for separating
ethanol from watery'. It was suggested that because carbon dioxide could
extract ethanol from water with less energy than is required in a distillation
process. supercritical fluid separation would be economically viable. All
facets of a process must be co:.sidered, however, not just the energy costs.
and in the case of alcohol-water separation, the higher capital cost for the
equipment outweighed the cost savings of reduced energy requirements, and the
process was found to be not economically viable. On the other hand hops
extraction using supercritical carbon dioxide is commercial in the U.S.. and a
large plant is being operated by Pfizer Inc. in Sidney. NE". Additionally,
General Foods has constructed a coffee decaffeination plant in Houston. TX
that is scheduled for start up in the spring of 198855. The added value to
the improvied products that derive from supercritical extraction more than
compensates for the cost of extraction relative to conventional solvent
extraction, for example, with methylene chloride. In West Germany, there are
three large supercritical fluid extraction plants in operation, ona
decaffeinating coffee at a production rate of 60.000.000 lbs/y 5 , and two
plants extracting hops.

During the past five years many "newer" applications of supercritical
fluid extraction have been examined; examples gf such operations are reactive
monomer purification and polymer fractionation 5758, two areas where the
properties of supercritical fluids can be technically and economically
attractive. Additionally, recrystallization of materials dissolved in
supercritical fluids was first suggested by Phasex Corporation in 19 8 1 60a. but
actually tht concept is based upon the principles first discovered by Hannay
and Hogarth who were referenced earlier. It is of interest to quote from the
closing statements of their 1879 publication.

"We have, then, the phenomenon of a solid with no measurable vapor
pressure, dissolving in a gas

"When the solid is precipitated by suddenly reducing the pressure,
... it may be brought down as a 'snow' in the gas ... "

Thus, the supercritical fluid extraction process that was described
previously in Section II can be operated so as to produce recrystallized
materials. For example, the naphthalene that waa precipitated after it was
dissolved and extracted in the process shown in Figure 5 would assuredly be of
different particle size than the naphthalene in the original mixture. Thus,
any soluble solid material can be charged to an extraction vessel, dissolved
in a super-ritical fluid, the solution expanded to some lower pressure level
and the particles formed collected in a separator. Some restlts of using the
supercritical fluid nucleation concept were renorted in 19 83 60b and 198400c;
examples of nucleating a wide variety of matei-ials such as steroids, dyes. and
polymers were presented. Figure 6, for example, compares as received and
supercritical fluid nucleated particles of an estrogen; the recrystallized
particles are seen to be quite uniform and of the order of one micron in size.
whereas the control (ra received) material exhibits a quite wide particle size

11
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distribution with mat:y large particles present. Othgi groups later 6 eported
on suparcritical fluid nucleation of pharmaceuticals and polymers

For the nucleation process to work as described abuve, the solid material
must, of coarge, exhibit same level of solubility in the supercritical fluid;
the "snow" described by Hannay and Hogarth is formed when a solution of the
solute and supercritical fluid is expanded to a lower pressure.

If a material does not dissolve in a supercritical fluid, the concept as
Jescribed cannot be employed. RDX does not dissolve in any of the "simple"
gases. e.g., carbon dioxide and the light hydrocarbons, methane, ethane.
ethylene, and the chlorofluorocarbons. yet a supercritical fluid ckn still be
used as a nucleating solvent for RDX. The principle of precipitation in this
case is different, however, but there are no limitations to the use of the
process for any material provided that certain solubility relationships exist
among the material, the organic solvent, and the supercritical fluid. The
next section explains the principle of gas anti-solvent nucleation in those
cases where the solute does not dissolve in a supercritical fluid, and the
results obtained on the Phase I program are presented.

13



III. RDX REZQTSTALLIZATION WITH SUFXCRITICAL FLUID ANTI-SOLVETMS

A. Principle of Suptrcritical Fluid Anti-Solvent Precipitnt4 .on

The most widely known supercritical fluid nucleation process was
described in the previous section. the requirement for that concept to be
operable being that the solid material dissolve in the fluid. If the compound
does not dissolve in the supercritical fluid, a supercritical fluid can
nonetheless be employed in a process to recrystallize the material, viz., it
can act as an anti-solvent the general requirement being that the material to
be crystallized dissolve in some organic solvent and that the fluid also
dissolve in that solvent.

Results using supercritical fluids to segarate solutions of liquids were
first reported in 1959 by Elgin and Weinstock 3. The researchers showed that
solutions of water and an organic solvent could be separated into a water-rich
phase and an organic-rich phase with suprcritical ethylene, and they termed
the process "supercritical fluid salting out". The salting out process is
quite generally applicable to water-organic solvent solutions if the
supercritical fluid is miscible with the organic liquid, if the concentration
of organic liquid in the solution is "high" (with "high" a function of the
specific organic liquid). and if the intermolecular forces between water and
the organic are not "too great". For example, the workers showed that a
solution of water-met.yl ethyl ketone (MEK) can be split into a water-rich
phase ond an organic-rich phase by the action of supercritical ethylene. In
explanation of the process of separation, the supercritical fluid, ethylene.
which is miscible with neat MEK. will dissolve in the water-MEK solution; when
sufficient ethylene has dissolved, it will act as an anti-solvent for water,
and two phases will be formed.

More recently Paulaitis. et a164 report on the phase equilibria of
isopropinol water-carbon dicride solutions, and it is instructive co reproduce
their data here as an aid in explaining the events that occur when carbon
dioxide is introduced into a solution of, say, 50/50 (mol %) isopropanol-
water. Figure 7 shows the ternary diagram for isopropAnol-water-carbon
dioxide (at conditions of 136 atm and 60 0C). "Starting" at the 20% IPA/80%
H2 0 concentration point (point 1), if carbon dioxid is introduced (depicted
by the directed dotted line) and mixed to equilibrium with the aolution, the
carbon dioxide will dissolve into the solution. When "sufficient" carbon
dioxide has been dissolved, the miscibility characterictics of isopropanol and
water will be modified and a second phase will appear (point 2); the amount of
the two phases and the concentrations in each phase will be governed by
thermodynamic equilibrium considerations for the three components at the
conditions of temperature and pressure. The specific concentrations of the
phases can be obtained from knowledge of the "tie lines", i.e., the
concentrations of the two equilibrium phases at any combination of components,
temperature, and pressure, and the amounts of each phase can be obtained from
the "lever rule", the material balance relating the "urnixed" composition to
the composition of the equilibrium phases. For example, if enough carbon
dioxide is added to the solution to reach point 3, the two equilibrium phases
will have concentrations cf 55% IPA (45% H2 0) for the isopropanol-rich (carbon

14
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dioxide fret basis) phase, and 10% IPA (90% H2 0) for the vatei-rich phase.
These concentrations are determined by the tie line drawn thrcugh point 3
intersecting the two-phase envelope at the equilibrium concentrations.

A similar concept was later gppliad to tae separption of polymer-organic
solvent solutions, by Irani et al and McHugh. et al" who showed that the
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of the polymer solution could be
lowered dramatically by the injection of a supercritical fluid. They showed
that the separation process could, thus, be carried out at 4uite modeat
temperature which can reduce the overall energy requirements and additionally
can reduce thermal degradation of the polymer. T-he explanation for polymer
precipitation from organic liquid solution is s:milar to that for the
separation of water from the organic solvent discuzsed earlier. The organic
liquid is a good solvent for the polymer, and the supercritical fluid, say.
carbon dioxide again, is not. The carbon dioxide dissolves in the solution.
the solution expands to the point whereat the carbon dioxide-organic phase is
no longer a solvent for the polymer, and the polymer precipitates. In
addition to solubility effects, such considerations as the molecular weight
and molecular weight distribution, and polymer composition, influence the
extent of precipitation and recovery of polymer from solution.

Polymers can be separated from solution by solely thermal means, and an
understanding of the thermal separation concept can be obtained from a phase
diagram for a "general" polymer-organic solvent solution. Figure 8 shows a
part of a P-T (pressure-temperature) projection of a three dimensional
(pressure-temperatu-,e-concentration) diagram; this is a two component phase
diagram, viz., polymer and organic solvent with no supercritical fluid
component present. (In actuality Figure 8 is a "pseudo-two" component diagram
because a polymer usually consists of a quite wide range of oligomers which.
although they are all homologous series members, influence the thermodynamic
characteristics of the system smewhat.) The designation L connotes a single
liquid phase region. LL a two liquid phase region, and LLV two liquids and a
vapor region. The L region is where the solvent and polymer are miscible.

The diagram points out that one method of separating a polymer from its
solution in by raising the temperature of the solution isobarically (as
depicted by the Path 1 - 2); the solution separates into two phases which can
be separated, in a decanter for example. As will be discussed later, the
temperature levels in the region of the LCST line are usually quite high. and
thus crossing the LCST line by raising the temperature as depicted by Pathr (?)
1 - 2 may not ")i & viable method industrially if the polymer can degrade at
high temperutare. (Incidentally, the two phase region in Figure 8. designated
LL, consists of tNo liquid phases rather than a liquid and a solid polymer
(LS) because the temperature levels are frequently near or above the softening
or melting point of the polymer. Additionally. even if the temperature is
below the softening point there still might be two liquid phases in
equilibrium because noncrystalline polymers can be swelled and plasticized by
solvents, i.e., the solvent can dissolve in the polymer.)

The physical explanation for the split separation of polymer when the
solution is heated resides in thermal expansivity considerations. If a liquid
is heated to near its critical temperature it expands considerably, and
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its ability to dissolve polymers (and other substances) is decreased markedly.
Thus if a solution ccntaining dissolved polymer at a high conzer.tration is
heated, part (and often e substantial amount) of the polymer will precipitate.
Unfortunately, as was said above, the criticel temperature -f a "good" polymer
solvent is usually quite high, e.g., 200-3000 C, and thus thermal degradation
can ensue with some polymers and, furthermore, f-tom an industrial processing
standpoint the energy requirenents for carrying cut the siparation can be
quite high.

The LCST line and thus separation of polymer from solution can be shifted
to much lower temperatures by the expedient of dissolving a supercritical
fluid in the polymer-solvent mixture; for example, McHugh et al report that
dissolving ethylene in a system composed of hexane-polyethylene co-
polypropylene can shift the LCST curve to a regime of much lower temperature.
Figure 9 (from Reference 66) shows this. The three P-T projections in Figure
9 show the repositioning of the LCST line toward decreasing temperature with
increasing ethylene concentration. A change of 50 0 C occurs with an ethylene
loading change of only 10.1 wt%, from 9.9 to 20 wt%. Incidentally, the
position of the LCST line with solely hexane is off scale in Figure 9, 100+0 C
higher than the 20% line. Thuis, the precipitation temperature can be reduced
markedly with the use of a supercritical fluid, and thus is especially
advantageous for heat sensitive polymers.

The same phenomenon, viz., the addition f a supercritical fluid to a
solution of a crystalline solid and an organic solvent, is applicable to
separating/recrystallizing a solid expiosive providing that the explosive is
not "too" soluble in the supercritical fluid. Considering now RDX
specifically, if a saturated, or partially saturated, solution of RDX (in
cyclohexanone. for example) is contacted with a supereritical fluid, the fluid
will dissolve in the solution, will lower tl,.e dissolving power of the
cyclohexanone for the RDX, and the RDX will nucleate and crystallize. The
resultant particle size and size distribution will be a function of many
parameters which are explained in this section.

In many respects the supercritical fluid anti-solvent process is
analogous to any liquid anti-solvent process that operates industrially. For
example. production of Class 5 (25 micron particle size) RDX is one such
industrial process. In its operation an acetone solution of RDX is admixed
with an anti-solvent, water, which results in precipitation of RDX. The
resultant mixture of particles and liquid is filtered to separate the
particles of RDX, and the water-acetone filtrate is separated by distillation
to rQcover the acetone for reuse. Another solvent, cyclohexanone. is also
used in the RDX manufacturing process, specifically in .he production of Class
1 RDX (100-150 microns). In the recrystallization step a solution of RDX in
cyclohexanone-water which has been seeded with RDX crystals is heated to
evaporate the liquid; with "proper" agitation RDX nucleates and grows on the
seed crystals, the specific combination of such parameters as agitation.
surfactant, and evaporation rate resulting in the formation of the desired
100-150 micron particles. The evaporated liquid (and water) is subsequently
separated by di.'tillation, and the cyclohexanone is recycled.

In the process where a supercritical fluid would be used as the
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anti-solvent, no distillation step is required. The supercritical fluid-
organic solvnnt solution that leaves the filter can be separated into its
components by a simple pressure decrease which causes the gas to be released
from snlution, and both the gas and the liquid solvent cAn be re--used. The
choice of which process to use where is, like for any industrial process.
governed by many factors some of which were addressed in Section II; there are
many advantages of supercritical fluid anti-solvent precipitation of RD". and
they are developed after the results of the laboratory program are presented.
Briefly, here, the separation of solvent and anti-solvent can be made with
quite low ener"7 requirements. and it is discussed subsequently that the
recrystallization period can be reduced to a duration of literally minutes or
seconds. Additionally it is speculated later that the process can be modified
so as to be able to coat the recrystall'.zed explosive with polymers (or other
materials) so that they can be stabilized against hydrolytic attack and
incorporated into a polymer matrix with ease.
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B. RzparIental Nethodolor

In outline of the experimental program that was carried out. acetone and
cyclohexanone were used as organic solvents for RDX, and combinations of
pressure and temperature. and other supercritical fluid par.--eters that would
recrystallize RDX from the organic solution were tested. Other parameters
such as the rate of introduction of the fluid into solution and initial RDX
concentration were also considered to be possible influences on the particle
size, shape, and particle size distribution of recrystallized RDX and were
studed. The supercritical fluids tested were carbon dioxide, ethylene, and
ethane.

Two er-ierimental systems were used in the studies, one a sight glass
assembly which allows the recrystallization process to be observed, and the
other a closed vessel assembly. A schematic diagram of the sight glass
assembly, a standard 5000 psi "Jerguson gauge" (Jerguson Gage and Valve
Ccapany). is shown in Figure 10a; a photograph of the assembly is shown in
Figure 10b. The photograph is centered primarily on the windowed cavity of
the sight glass, but the schematic diagram sht es all the features for carxying
out and observing a recrys,.allization test and collecting sample for
subsequent examination. A thermocouple is positioned in the solution to
measure the temperature, it is part of a temperature control circuit not shown
in Figure 10a or 10b. A pressure gauge for measuring pressure is positioned
at the top of the assembly. The variour valves shown permit gas to be
introduced, liquid to be drained, and/or gas to be removed from the solution.
The cotton plug at the bottom of the cavity zerves as a filter for the
collection of particles of RDX when the expanded liquid is drained.
Precautions were taken to avoid direct contact of sharp metal surfaces with
the RDX crystals.

In explanation of the conduct of a recrystallization experiment, an
amount of MDX-cyclohexanone solution is charged to the sight glass and the
system sealed. Carbon dioxide is admitted at the bottom, and the bubbles of
gas entering the cavity both mix the liquid and dissolve in it. As was
explained earlier, as the pressure is raised, the carbon dioxide increasingly
dissolves in the RDX-cyclohexanone solution, and the solution expands. At
"come" pressure level enough dissolution of gas and concomitant expansion has
occurred to decrease the dissolving power of cyclohexanone for RDX, at this
point crystals begin to nucleate and grow. (A linear motion mixer had been
planned for use for the recrystallization studies but because of the knife-
edge metal surfaces of the agitator (which colld initiate decomposition of
RrX), it was not used during the recrystallization tests. During the neat
solvent expansion tests the mixer was used and the results ')f the expansion-
pressure experiments were found to be about the same whether the mixer was
energized or not. indicating that the agitation caused by the bubbles of
aupercritical fluid passing through the solvent provided reasonably extensive
mixing action and that there was little or no resistance to dissolution of the
gas.)

It is difficult to predict a priori the particle si'e, and shape, and
particle size distribution that will result from some speecit:!c combinations of
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temperature, prescure. and concentration parameters, and the goals of the
research were to determine these relationships. It is of value, however, to
summarize soue simple recrystallization theory insofar as the theory guided
the experimental program in its early stages.

The equilibrium in assembly of dissolvted molecules which can combine to
form a critical nucleus beyond which size favorable fluctuatio-Is will cause
the nuclei to grow has been described by Gibbs; he presented the 6 onditions of
critical nuclei formation based upon fr.e energy consideraticns. , and
Adamson 8 gives an excellent treatment of Gibbs' mathematical description.
Since the formation of nuclei requires tho formation of an interf&ce between
two phases, the free energy of tb,' systen %ill usually increase initialljy,
Until an embryo (a particle smaller than a stable nucleus) reaches some
critical diameter its growth demands that the interfacial energy incrsase.
Once the particle is of sufficient size, i.e.. of critical diameter, there are
two competing modes of lowering the particle free energy: the nucleus can grow
indefinitely, or it can shrink and disappear. It should also be considered
that critical nuclei grow at the expense of subcritical embryos so that the
final particle size is dependent upon the initial nuclci 2oncentration.
Adamson also presents a readable development gf the rate equations describing
nucleation first derived by Beckar and Doring 8 Usiug the free energy
considerations Becker and Doring dariveL an euation fo;- the rate of formation
of nuclei of this critical size. viz.,

rate = Ze-FaIRT (1)

Z is the collision frequency (calculable from classical kinetic theory)

Amax is the Gibbs expression which derives from nucleus surface energy
considerations

The free energy relation is given by

AFmax= B/[RTln 8]2 (2)

B is a constant derivable from physical properties of the system.

s is the supersaturation ratio. (For purposes of illustration, in a
vapor-liquid system a is the ratio of actual component pressure to the
normal vapor pressure; in a system involving a solute dissolved in a
solvent. s is the ratio of actual concentration to saturation
concentration.)

From Eqs. 1 and 2 it is seen that the nucleation rate is very strongly
'nfluenced by the supersaturation ratio. As an example of the rapid increase
.iJ the rate, Adamson shows for the condensation of water vapor that the number
of nuclei formed (per second per cc for water vapor at 0°C) is only 10-8 at a
supersaturation ratio of 3.5 whereas it is 103 at a ratio of 4.5. The ratio
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at which the nucleation rate changes from iwperceptible (e.g., 10-8) to very
large (e.g.. 10 ) is termed the critical* supersaturation ratio. The rate of
nucleation at that point is termed catastrophic, and the phenomenon,
catastrophic nucleation. That "some" level of supersaturation is aecessary
before embryo formation will occur is found in the observations of
supercooling of polymer solutions, the requirement of the scratching of
beakers to promote precipitation, seeding of clouds with silver iodide to
promote rain (which is first formed as snow), etc.

Continuing with the quite general description of the total particle
formation process, the size of the final particles achieved in any particular
situation is governed by the rate of formation of critical nuclei and by the
rate of growth of these nuclei. The kinetics of nuclei formation involves
both free energy and rate of molecule transport at the interfacial boundary.
the latter being especially difficult to describe in quantitative terms. The
overall rate of growth of the nuclei once they have been formed during the
catastrophic period can be given by the mass transfer relation

flux of material to surface = kAAC (')

k is a mass transfer coefficient

A is the surface area of the particle at any particular instant

AC is the concentration driving force at any particular instant; is
given by C-Ce. (or in words, the concentration of the component .n the
gas minus itsequilibrium concentration.)

Thus, particle size and particln size distribution (PSD) is determined by
the interaction between the nucleation rate and the growth rate of crystals.
on one hand, and by the rate of creation of supersaturation. on the other
hand. The interaction can be demonstrated by the schematic representation of
competing events in Figure 11. in which supersaturation s is plotted againlst
time. If supersaturation is created by the addition of an anti-solvent, the
rate of addition will affect the rate of supersaturation creation, and it will
be. of course, represented by the slope of the line in the graph.

There are three regions designated as the 1lorizontal sections I. II. and
III depicted in Figure 11. In region I tLe solution is undersaturated, i.e..
the actual concentration is less than the thermodynamic equilibrium
concentration, and no nucleation is taking place. In region II the solution
is supersaturated but the supersaturation value is below the so-called
critical supersaturation: no nucleation is observed, but any existing crystals
in the mixture will grow. In region III both nucleation and growth are taking
place.

"The word critical here is not related to the critical point of a gas or
liquid.
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The size or the PSD of the precipitated crystals will depend on the
nucleation rate and growth rate of the crystals (which are determined by the
supersaturation. temperature, pressure, etc.) and the rate of supersaturation
crestion which is determined by the rate of anti-solvent addition, the
original solute concentration in the solvent, and other factors. In other
words, the particle size and PSD will depend upon the balance between the
former processes which "consume" supersaturation and the latter, the
generation of supersaturation.

Thus, in curve A the generation of supersaturation predominates over the
consumption, and the system nucleates continuously (continuous polydisperse
PSD). curve B represents cases with periodic nucleation events (discrete PSD),
and in curve C nucleation takes place only in the beginning of the
precipitation followed by growth (monodisperse or very narrow PSD). If in
case C nucleation had been made to occur just above the critical
supersaturation, a small number of nuclei would most probably form and
consequently the final product would proba'ly consist of rather large crystals
of nearly uniform size which is the condition for the formation of large
monodisperse crystals.

The rate of creation of supersaturation is related to the rate of
expannion of the RDX-organic solution. The expansion of neat cyclohexanone.
i.e.. with no RDX in solution, and neat acetone was first determined in the
sight glass. (The expansion was determined to guide subsequent "blind" tests
carried out in the closed vessel assembly.) The volumetric expansion curves
of cyclohexanone and acetone by carbon dioxide are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
As the figures show, the volumetric expansion is quite large, and this
phenomenon of absorption of carbon dioxide into these solvents and concomitant
expansion is. of course, the basis for the supercritical fluid anti-solvent
concept that was proposed and studied.

It is most facile and instructive to describe by means of photographs the
expansion events that are observed in the sight glass during the introduction
of supercritical fluid. The photographs will also give an indication of how
the expansion curves in Figures 12 and 13 were obtained. Figure 14 is a
photograph of the sight glass assembly, and the initial level of cyclohexanone
is indicated by the arrow; a volume of 15 ml of cyclohexanone bas been added
to the cavity in the sight glass whose internal volume is 60 ml. Upon
introduction of carbon dioxide the solution begins to expand and the per cent
expansion at any pressure level is obtained from the observed level change and
the volumetric calibration of the sight glass cavity. Figure 15 shows the
expansion that has occurred at an arbitrary pressure level, 700 psig at 20 0 C,
and the percent expansion can be calculated (and plotted as one point in
Figure 12).

In order to determine recrystallization behavior and its relation to such
factors as the extent of expansion at the onset of nucleation, etc.. the sight
glass assembly is again used. A cyclohexanone solution of RDX is contacted
with carbon dioxide at increasing pressure in the same way as was the neat
cyclohexanone, and the events that occur, e.g.. nucleation as a function of
extent of expanpion are observed visually. It is again instructive to present
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the events that are observed by means of photographs. Figure 16 is a
photograph of the sight glass that has been charged with 15 al of 10 RDX-
cyclohexanone solution; the initial level of the solution is indicated and the
axial mixing action was not energized for this test. As carbon dioxide is
admitted, the solution expands as the gas dissolves in th; organic liquid. At
sone sufficiently high extent of expansion minute crysta._ are seen to form.
Figure 17 depicts this condition, and the le-;el of the solution .* indicated.
The solution has become hazy because of the presence of small particles of
RDX. and this condition is termed "onset of nucleation". Fo- strict accuracy,
here. the turbidity of Figure 17 is "slightly" beyond the true onset so that a
more visible condition could be photographed. At the true one@t of
catostrophic nucleation that is governed by the thernodynamic and kinetic
factors discussed earlier, the actual nuclei themselves are not visible since
in theory they comprise assemblies of "a few" thousand molecules. The
appearance of the visible haze nonetheless was a convenient measure in the
laboratory of the effects of changes in parameters.

Digressing for the time being from further discuEsion of the
recrystallization experiment whose start was shown in Figures 16 and 17. it is
of value to discuss the "onset of nucleation" condition further here in order
to present how it is related to the extent of volumetric expansion and how
still other factors such as the rate of introduction of gas can influence both
this onset condition and the size and shape of the crystals ultimately formed.
In the particular experiment whose photographs are shown in Figures 16 and 17,
the gas pressure level of 700 was reached within a few seconds because of the
particular rate of introduction of the gas. If on the other hand, the gas is
introduced at a much lower rate. say, over a period of the order of a few
minutes. the onset of nucleation is seen to occur at about 100 psi or more
lower; additionally, during the slow introduction it is seen that the degree
of turbidity is not so great at onset which is an indication that fewer
particles are being formed at that particular time. In fact. in the slow
addition case the number of particles that are seen to form to a size to be
visible are so few as to almost defy detection; they are identified to be
present in the liquid by the expedient of moving the backlighting to various
levels and angles and visually determining the light reflected from the
crystals.

In brief summary here. then. even the "relatively simple" observation of
the onset of nucleation is in some way related to a pressure-time function.
The number of crystals observed to form is also related to pressure-time, and
assuredly so is the size and shape of the crystals. The phenomenon is quite
complex, but size-shape phenomena can be related experimentally to a number of
parameters which can be selected and controlled, and results of
photoicrographic analysis are presented subsequently.

Returning. now. to the discussion of the recrystallization experiment
shown in Figures 16 and 17, to complete the test to precipitate all (or almost
all) the RDX that was in solution the pressure is raised still further causing
the solution to expand still further, causing in turn a still further decrease
in the solvent power of the cyclohexanone phase for RDX which, of course.
results in both crystal growth and additional nucleation. The re-.ults of
reaching a pressure level of 850 psig is shown in Figure 18. The
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cyclohexanone has expanded almost two-fold and most of the RDX crystals have
settled and have collected at the bottom of the sight glass cavity. To obtain
a sample for micrographic analysis the cyclohexanone-carbon dioxide phase is
drained through the port below the cotton plug. and the crystals collect on
the cotton. The crystals are "washed" once (or more times) by the expedient
of introducing more gas to its liquefaction point, and the adhering
cyclohexanone is dissolved. Draining the carbon dioxide (which now contains
the previously adhering cyclohexanone) results in virtually dry RDX crystals
which are removed from the sight glass by means of a long handled spatula.

The sample of recrystallized RDX is prepared for microscopy evaluation by
placing a very small amount of the RDX on a drop of toluene that had been
placed on a glass slide'with a fine tip dropper, dispersing the powder and
drop of toluene. and spreading the dispersion on the glass slide to ensure
that the particles are distributed and a cover slide placed on the dispersion.
The slide is dried (to evaporate the toluene). a drop of a dispersion oil is
distributed over the particles, and a cover slide placed on this dispersion.
The particles are examined with transmitted light. The refractive index of
the two dispersion oils used was 1.500 and 1.600. respectively; the refractive
index of RDX crystals -1.598. 1.602. and 1.585. respectively, for the three
crystal faces. The crystals will be somewhat difficult to distinguish in some
of the photographs, therefore, but any intragranular inclusions will appear as
dark (or opaque) spots. rhotcuicrographs were taken at primarily two
magnifications. 150X and 300X. which convert to scale markers of 15 mm/100
microns and 30 mm/100 microns. respectively.

Figures 19a and 19b are photomicrographs of the as supplied RDX produced
by Holaten Army Ammunition Plant. (The written notes on the photographs are
the microscopist's designation for test number, file ntmber, magnification.
etc.. and are retained for ease of comparison of the magnification and scale
marker.) The average particle size is seen to range from about 10 microns to
400 microns, and almost all the crystals contain intragranular cavities.
These cavities are seen to be quite large, in some instances, of the order of
20-50 microns or more. These cavities are voids that result when the liquid
that has baen trapped in the crystal during the crystal growth process
evaporates/diffuses from the crystal; as stated in the Summary, it was the
formation of RDX crystals without voids that was the goal of this program. As
related in Section I the main objective of the program was to investigate the
gas anti-solvent recrystallization process for its potential to form 100 - 150
micron cavity-free RDX. During a s.-te visit early in the program by
Drs. Warren Hillstrom and Robert Frye and a demonstration of the capabilities
of the process, especially as to the ease of formation of very small
particles, less tLan, say. 10 - 20 microns, the program was modified so as to
include also the investigation of parameters which would form RDX of
controlled small size. The discussion of results that follows includes both
aspects. As is shown, the process can be tailored to produce both small and
large particles of intragranular cavity-free RDX.

Depending upon the factors and parameters mentioned earlier, viz.,
pressure, temperature, concentration of RDX, rate of introduction of gas,
etc., a variety of shapes and sizes of crystals could be formed by the
supercritical fluid anti-solvent process. As was discussed previously in a
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general way, a rapid increase in the superaturation ratio will lead to a high
nucleation rate, a large depletion of solute concentration, and concomitant
small particles. A rapid introduction of gas into the vessel causes rapid
expansion of the solution, and the expansion, of course, lowers the dissolving
power of the cyclohexanone, which is equivalent to an increase in
supersaturation. 'y was shown visually in Figures 16, 17, and 18. if carbon
dioxide is injecto. to some pressure beyond that "threshold" pressure (THP) at
which particles fi-it can be seen to appear, the nucleation is massive and
occurs almost iiiscantaneously. depleting the solution in RDX. A:cordingly. in
this cage, the final particle size is small due to the lack of material
available for subsequent growth, and tho PSD is quite narrow. Figure 20 shows
the general trend for recrystallization with rapid injection. Importantly,
very few of the RDX crystals show evidence of the opaque spots that are
indicative of the intragranular cavities.

Threshold pressures (which are near where the expansion curve becomes
exponential) at various RDX concentrations were determined by observation in
the sight glass. It was found that when RDX solution concentration is
decraased. the pressure required for onset of nucleation increases, or stating
thin result differently, the lower the concentration the higher the extent of
expansion required to cause RDX to nucleate. Figura 21 is a graph of the
extent of expansion required to cause onset of nucleation for RDX
concentration in cyclohexanone. The trrxd is quite easy to explain. At high
RDX concentration very little anti-solvent (i.e., very little expansion) is
required to begin tc precipitate the RDX because a supersaturation condition
is reached quickly as carbon dioxide is injected. At the very low
concentration end L large amount of expansion is necessary to reach a
supersaturation condition. These results are analogous to the events during
the precipitation that, for example, occurs by cooling of RDX solutions of two
respective concentrations, viz., a high concentration one and a low
concentration one. If. for example, a solution of RDX in cyclohexanone
saturated at. say 80 0 C. is cooled, a drop in temperature of only a few degrees
will result in the formation of crystals. If a low concentration solution,
say. 11, is cooled from an initial temperature of 80 0 C, no. precipitation will ,
occur until some very cold temperature probably well below room temperature is
roached.

With slow injection of the gas, of the order of 3 to 5 min, nucleation
begins to occur again at the "threshold" pressure (THP); onset of nucleation
and THP are used interchangeably in subsequent discussion. The particles that
are formed depend upon the procedure that is followed after the onset of
nucleation at the threshold pressure. If gas injection is terminated at the
THP (and after onset has occurred) and the system is allowed to remain for
scme hold time, the nuclei that are formed will grow. Because fewer nuclei\
are formed at this condition than in the case of rapid injection far beyond
the threshold pressure the crystals can grow much larger. Figures 22a and 2"b
show that very large crystals can be produced. Figure 22a shows RDX
recrystallized from cyclohexanone and 22b from acetone. Some very small
cavities are seen in the crystals formed from acetone solution, but as seen
from Figures 20 and 22a and as will be seen subsequently, very few
intragranular cavities are present in RDX recrystallized from cyclohexanone.
In the slow injection situation when gas injection is continued beyond THP,
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CYCLOmA3NNE SOLUTION WITS SLOW ACETONK SOLUTION Wfl SLOW INJECTION

INJE CTION AND LONG HOLD AT ONSET OF AND LONG HOLD AT ONSET OF NUCLEATION

NUCLEATION
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UIGURE 23 - TYPICAL CRYSTALS PRODUCED FROM RDX-,

ACETONE SOLUTION WITH SLOW INJECTION

CONTINUING PAST ONSET OF NUCLEATION

(WZDE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION)
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the simultaneous occurrence of "new" nucleation and continuing growth produces
a very widc distribution of particle sizes. Figure 23 shows RDX crystals
formed during slow carbon dioxide injection beyond THP; they range from tens
to hundreds of microns in size.

The generalizations made above are sufficient for describing the
resultant particle size and PSD for almost all subsequent tests. In brief
summary. with rapid injection beyond threshold pressure it is understood that
particles will be fairly small and PSD fairly uniform regardless of hold time.
In discussing the various sets of results, the designation rapid (30-60 sec)
or slow (3-5 min) gas introduction will be referred to. In some of the slow
injectiou tests in order to ansure that the particles grow as much as possible
and also to provide some semblance of "time control", a hold time of -20 min
was used; this is designated "long" hold time (unless otherwise indicated).

One of the most significant variables to consider is the choice of
solvent, since the final particle size, PSD. and yield (recovery of RDX
crystals from solution) are influerced by the solubility of RDX in the organic
solvent. Table III shows the temperature-RDX concentration pattern for two
solvents that are used in the manufactur.'ing process at Holsten AAP. (Many
other common solvents such as the paraffins and aromatics exhibit virtually no
dissolving power for RDX.)

TABLE III

Solubility of RDX in Organ=i Solvents

TC Solubility (g/lOOS)

Acetone 20 7.3

40 11.5

60 18.0

Cyclohexanone 25 12.7

97 25

Regardless of the operating conditions, there is a startling difference
between recrystallization of RDX from acetone and from cyclohexanone. With
only a few exceptions use of cyclohexanone as the solvent produces smaller
regular-shaped particles, whereas with acetone the particles were quite
irregular and sometimes hundreds of microns in size at the same external
conditions of temperature, pressure, rate of injection of gas. etc. The
reasons for these differences are not known at present, and these differences
are considered somewhat surprising. Table IV. page 73 from an Aberdeen PG
report (AMCP706-177) is a listing of solvents, RDX solubility. and the
crystalline form of RDX that is recrystallized from the solvents by the
"normal" procedures described earlier. The table shows that thick hexagonal
crystals are formed from acetone solution, and thick hexagonal is the form of
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TABLI V I

SolubiUity a-4 Cryatal Form of 9D1 /X/7.

€_ e (Rn) AMCP 706-177

iubility oft Cyelonite, Holstoo :ot E-2-5 in Various Solvents:

Sol~ubilit

Solvent

Pit Grade or
solvent 8' S ce 280 C tHeated Crystalline Torm

Acetone 5. C 8.2 16.5 at 60°C hexagotal-thick
c clchefLnone 155.6 CP 13.0 2,4.0 at 930C cubic (masslve form)
III thane 100.8 1.5 12. 4 at 9TOC plates
Acetonitrile 81.6 Miacet 11.3 33.14 at 93°C plAtee

Che. Co.
1.±;ttropropane 126.5 EI Pract 1.4 lO.6 at 930 C short needles
2.1i1tropropane 120 MX Pract 2.3 11.6 at 930 C short needles
2,14-Pentanedione 140.5 Carbide & 2.9 18.3 at 93rC flat prisms

Carbon
Notbylisobutylketone 115.8 2.4 9.6 at 93 0C long prlsmn
I.Propylacetate 101.6 mr Red label 1.5 6.0 at 93°C long prl=s, scme

cubic
a-Dutylformte 105.6 AC fed Label 1.-1 4.6 at 930C long prima
Etbhvl acetate 77.1 Baker's CP 2.0 6.1 at boil. hexagonal plates
a-Prapylpropionate 121 Pied Label 0.8 1.6 at 930C short prisms, some

cubic
Dutylacetate 126.5 2K Technical 1.1 4.0 at 930 C long prisms
Methylet•ylketone 79.6 5.6 13.9 at boil. coarse plates
1tiroethbane 114.2 11 Red label 3.6 19.5 at 9 30c plates
Israropylacetate 88-90" CP 1.1 3.2 at boil. long prims
Mesitylonide 1,8 I fled label 4.8 14.5 at 930 C plates
a-Amlacetate 1146 Cp 1.0 2.1 at 930 C prisms
Dlmethylcarbonate 88-91 11 Red Label 1.4 6.6 at boil. plates
DMetbylcarbovate 125-i26.5 E Red label 0.7 3.2 at 930 C prism
Isoaawlacetate 132 CP 1.2 3.6 at 930 C prims
Itbylpropiomate 98-100 I Red label 3.0 10.7 at 930 C fairly thick bex

plates
Methyl-a-butyrate 107 .5-103.5 EK Red label Y .,ý 4.9 at 93'JC needles
CYclopentanone 130.6 IX Red Label 1i.5 39.') at 93.5 0C hexagonal plates
Acrylonitrile 7T.3 Cyanamid Co. 4.0 16.4 at boil. flat plates
Nmthylcellosolveacetate 144.5 Carbide & 1.6 8.8 at 93°C masive hexagona and

Carbon prisms

\

UK, Ea•tn Kodak; Pract, practical.
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crystal seen in Figure 22b which in recrystallized from acetone by carbon
dioxide injection. The table shows that cubic crystals are formed from
cyclohexanone solution, and interestingly, the crystals formed by carbon
dioxide injection into cyclohexanone solution are also reasonably cubic as is
seen in Figures 20 and 22a. As further interesting information Table IV shows
that "normal" recrystallization of RDX from two closely related solvents,
viz., cyclohexanone and cyclopentanone, produces quite different crystals.

Concerning the size of crystal one might expect that bcause more RDX can
dissolve in cyclohexanone, at ro'm temperature, for examp!a, larger RDX
particles would result since there would be relatively more material available
for growth after some initial nucleation. Apparently, with RDX-cyclohexanone
solutions more nuclei form at the threshold pressure relative to the events
using acetone under similar conditions. Figures 24a and 24b and Figures 25a
and 25b are photomicrographs of RDX recrystallized from cyclohexanone with
rapid injection of CO2 over a wide range of temperature and pressure. As was
shown earlier in Figure 20, very small par*icles with extremely uniform PSD
can be produced (and reproduced). The initial RDX-cyclohexanone concentration
for this series of tests is at the saturation for the corresponding
temperatires. These photcaicrographs show that at any temperature increasing
maximum operating pressure doesn't change final particle size or PSD as long
as THP is surpassed.

On the other end of the particle aize spectrum, recrystallization of RDX
from acetone with slow injection of carbon dioxide produces very large
czrstals, and Figures 26a-and 26b show examples of some of the largest RDX
crystals produced on the program. Although at first glance the operating
conditions given appear very different, both tests' were conducted with
solutions near-saturation (at each corresponding temperature) and the maximum
oper-ting pressure is the THP with a long hold time. Crystals of RDX formed
from cyclohexanone have (except for a few particles, almost no opaque spots in
them, indicating that few intragranular cavities are formed by the gas anti-
solvent recrystallization process. Similarly only very few of the RDX
crystals formed from acetone solution exhibit intragranular cavities and, in
general, they are very small (although in a few crystals they are quite
numerous).

As was explained earlier continuing a slow gas introduction beyond THP
(for each RDX concentration and temperature) gives a product with a broad
range of particle sizes. Figures 27a, 27b. and 27c depict results of
different parameter combinations, again from acetone. Particles range from
many of five micron size (barely visible in the figures) to 100-150 microns.

In some of the tests that were carried out some unusual morphology or
quite peculiarly-shaped crystals were formed. Some of the shapes could be
explained and some were not, but for completeness and interest value, the next
few figures present some quite diverse particle shapes.

On some occasions large, thin platelets were formed, and initially there
seemed to be no correlable factors to explain the platelets. Figures 28a and
28b are photomicrographs of platelets recrystallized from cyclohexanone.
Table IV and all the other figures which reproduced cyclohexanone-
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recrystallized RDX showed that regular (cubic) crystals are produced from
cyclohexanone solution, and thus the platelets are a priori anomalous.
Crystallization tests that were carried out in the sight glass provided
information on the (occasioLal) appearance of the platelets, and it is most
facile to refer to a series of diagrams in Figure 29 in order to explain the
formation of platelets. Figure 29a points out the initial level of PDX-
cyclohexanone. and Figure 29b the level after introduction of carbon dioxide
to a point short of onset, i.e., no haziness has appeared in the expanded
solution. If the gas has been introduced very rapidly, say of the order of a
few seconds. the "bubbles" of carbon dioxide mixing with the cyclohexanone are
large; the small surface area per unit weight of the gas impedes mass transfer
to the solution, end thus, the cyclohexanone and gas are not at equilibrium at
the top of the solution (nor in the bulk of solution). If the carbon dioxide
flow is stopped and the system allowed to remain quiescent at the conditions
of Figure 29b another "zone" appears at the surface of the expanded solution.
This zone is distinguished by a "refractive index interface" and is a result
of additional absorption of carbon dioxide int.o the not-completely-expanded
cyclohexanone-RDX solution. The higher concentration of carbon dioxide in
this layer is responsible for the difference in refractive index which the eye
can distinguish; Figure 29c shows this zone. As the absorption and diffusion
continues, the zone increases in thickness as depicted in Figure 29d. At
"some" condition of absorption, of gas, platelets of RDX were seen to form at
the interface; when the platelets grew to a sufficient size, they disengaged
from the diffusion layer and fell to the bottom of the sight glass cavity;
Figure 29e depicts this situation, viz., the growth of the platelets, their
disengagement from the interface, and the settling to the bottom of the sight
glass.

A very peculiar collection of platelets is shown in Figure 30. The
interior of the platelets are essentially cavity-free, but they consist of a
perimeter zone of tiny cavities. (Interestingly, thin platelets in Figure 28
also have tiny intragrannilar cavities.) Replication of this peculiar crystal
was not explored, but in the particular test that produced the platelets shown
in Figure 30. the pressure was increased then decreased several times, i.e., a
pressure near the threshold pressure was reached and maintained for several
minutes, then the pressure was decreased, and the procedure repeated several
times. It is conjectured that platelets formed during the first pressure
increase and that during the second (or third) cycle more RDX was formed
heterogeneously on the first crystals. Why the "new" RDX is so cavity-laden
is not explainable; nevertheless, the crystals are quite interesting in
appearance. Other peculiarly-shaped crystals are shown in Figures 31a and
31b. Figure 31a is a photomicrograph of RDX needles recrystallized from
cyclohexanone, and Figure 31b shows some needles and other crystals
recrystallized from acetone; note the large (500 micron X 100 micron) thin
platelet in the upper right hand corner. It is barely visible in the 1.500
immersion fluid, but it is seen to be absent of cavities.

In summary of all the results, the use of supercritical fluid anti-
solvents has been shown to be an effective concept to recrystallize RDX from
solution. The RDX that was used in the tests contained large cavities (cf.
Figures 19a and 19b but particles containing virtually no intragranular
cavities can be formed by the process, and the process can be tailored to
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FIGURE 29
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produce RDX of controlled size and particle size distribution. Some quite
unusual crystals formed and shown in Figures 28-31 were presented primarily
for their interest value and completeness of results obtained on the program.

There are other variations of the gas anti-solvent process that are
described here. Figure 21 showed that the onset of nucleation is strongly
influenced by the concentration level of RDX in solution. Extrapolating from
this figure then, if two materials, say. RDX and a polymer, are dissolved in a
solvent, it should be possible to co-precipitate the materials, or to coat one
with the other. For *'.e coating variation, RDX would be dissol.ved to a "high"
concentration level and the polymer to a "low" concentration level. Gas can
be injected to a sufficient expansion level to recrystallize the RDX, then gas
injection continued to an expansion level sufficient to "recrystallize" the
polymer. The respective initial concentration levels are not now known, but
some preliminary feasibility tests could establish the limits. It is
speculated that the presence of the recrystallized RDX in suspension will
serve as heterogenous nucleating sites for the polymer resulting in a quite
uniform coating.

The economics of the gas anti-solvent recrystallization process are
developed in the next section.
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IV. EXTmmSION OF SUPERCRITICAL FLUID hNT4I-SOLVMU RECYSTALLIZATION TO
PRODUCTION SCALE OPERATION

A simplified process flow diagram for the recrystallization of RDX via
the gas anti-solvent process is given in Figure 32. In explanation of its
operation (and with reference to the accented flow path in the figure) RDX is
charged to a dissolver (and it can be charged by means of a screw conveyor,
for example), and a solvent (cyclohexanone. for example) is admitted in the
appropriate ratio to dissolve the RDX. The pump, P-I, takes the RDX-
cyclohexanone solution from ambient pressure to process pressure. Gas at
process pressure is injected into the RDX-cyclohexanone solution via pump, P-
4. the ratio of gas to solution set by the rates of the respective pumps. At
the start of the sequence Valves 1 and 2 are open, 3 and 4 closed. The
expanded solution is conveyed to the crystallizer, vessel 1. which is designed
to provide sufficient residence time to produce 100 micron RDX. The filter
element serves to retain the RDX and allows the expanded liquid (cyclohexanone
and gas) to pass through. The solution passes through V-2, and is expanded
slightly through the pressure reduction valve, PRV. where the solution
separates in organic liquid and gas. The gas is liquefied and pumped by P-2
to an in-process storage vessel. Solvent is recycled to the dissolver.

When the designed-for amount of RDX has been collected. Valves 3 and 4
are opened. Valves 1 and 2 closed, the expanded solution leaving pump, P-1, is
conveyed to Crystallizer 2. and the process of recrystallization continued as
just described. While recrystallization is continuing in Vessel 2, the RDX
crystals in Vessel 1 are washed off their adhering solvent with fresh
liquefied gas via pump, P-5o through valve, V-5.

Many "details" of operation and design are being ignored for this
preliminary flow sheet and process description, but the "details". of course,
influence econanics, ease of operation, and the like. One method of removing
the crystals from the vessel, for example, might be via a "basket" insert in
the crystallizer. The basket might be a very thin walled cylinder fitted with
a sintered metal element at the base, the entire basket placed into the vessel
so as to prevent bypassing of expanded solution and RDX particles. A quick
opening autoclavo top on the vessel would provide access to the interior for
inserting an empty basket and removing a filled one.

irrespective of the design details, in any event, at the end of the
respective recrystallization and washing segments the flow of expanded
solution is again interchanged and the process continued as previously. The
advantage of the dual recrystallizer system is that the down-time is
minimized, for example, if crystallizer 2 was not included in the design, the
crystal washing step. unloading, and insertion of a new basket would be
carried out during down-time, i.e.. no production occurring.

It is felt that the two crystallizer vessel system is a reasonable one
for this preliminary cost evaluation; the methodology for developing the
capital and operating costs follows.
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a. Production level: 10.000.000 lbs/yr

b. Solubility level of RDX in cyclohexanone: 10%

c. Anti-solvent: carbon dioxide

d. Fcessure level: 800 psig max

e. Cycle time: 1 hr
(Cycle time influences vessel size and cost)

f. Work schedule: 3 shifts/day. 330 days/yr

The 10.000.000 lb - 330 day production schedule calculates to 30.303
lbs/day which on a Chemical Process Industries standard is not a huge volume
of material. Production figures are relatively lower, and the 30.000 lb/day
production rate is more related to one for fine chemicals. which RDX can be
conside-ed to be. During the 1 hr cycle time about 1200 lbs of RDX are
recrysta!.'ized and collected in the basket; a 1200 lb load plus, say. 200 or
300 lbs for the basket is a tractable load for a simple block and tackle or
light weight overhead crane system to handle; assuming a bulk densily of about
0.8 to 1 g/cc the minimum volume of the basket would be about 20 ft ; for a
more conservative design it in doublQd to 4C ft3. For a comparison, the
vessels that are usid for coffee decaffeination (at the Hag plant in Bremen.
FRG) are 1000(0) ft3 in volume and hold 40.000 lbe of coffee beans per fill.
Furthermore. those vessels operate at 5000 psi whereas RDX recrystallization
operates at only 150 psi. As further comparison of processes the volume of
organic solution that is pumped from the dissolver (by Pump. P-1) is only 25
gpa; a "few" horsepower motor is more than sufficient to provide a 150 psi
head. For the coffee plant the solvent recirculation pump is 5000 Hp (and it
is for the ability to provide these comparisons that the background and
applications of supercritical fluids was given in some detail in Section II).

Phasex Corporation formed an association with the Glitsch Package Plants
Division in 1986; during the last year and one-half three skid mounted
supercritical fluid plants have been designed and construction of one of them
is almost completed. The cost for small plants, of the order of a few million
lbs/yr, is. therefore. reasonably well known. Figure 33 is a very detailed
piping and instrumentation diagram (P/ID) for one of the plants. The "nuts
and bolts" design or even the detail required for the P/ID was outside the
scope of the Phase I progra; however, based upon the similarities between the
RDX recrystallization process and the other processes the cost of the
10.000.000 lbs/yr recrystallization plant is estimated at about $5.OMM.

In order to arrive at a recrystallization cost. then. bases a-f. a plant
cost of $5.0M4. and the following additional conditions are stipulated:
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1. 4 persons/shift = 3.960 person days/yr

2. Salary plus fringes assumed to be $150/person day;
Labor costs = 3.960 x 150/10M = 36€/lb

3. Depreciation schedule. 5 yr straight line;
Capital costs = $ONM/(IOMM lbe z 5 yrs) = I0C/lb

4. Buildings. facilities. 20% of capital costs : 20/1b

5. Maintenance. 1OZ of capital costs = 1.2C/lb

6. Insurance. taxes. 10Z of capital costs = 1.2€/lb

7. Supervision. materials flow accounting for transfer costs. 100% of
labor costs = 6€/lb

8. Gas and solvent make-up. utilities; no &as and solvent make-up values
were evaluated on Phase I but for conservatism a high cost will be
estimated, viz.. 20€/lb

Trble III summarizes the costs.

Table III

Capital and Operating Costs for Gas Anti-Solvent Recrystallization of RDX
(10.000.000 lbs/yr)

Capital Costs

Plant and buildings 12€/lb

Operatim Costs

Labor 6

Maintenance 1.2

Insurance. Taxes 1.2

Supervision. Accounting 6

Make-up, Utilities 20

Total Costs 471/lb

Since this estimate is of a preliminary nature, it is suggested that a
cost rangn of about $0.50 to $1.00/lb RDX be considered as the capital and
operating cost for recrystallizing RDX.
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V. CONCUSIONS AND U=)IZDAfONS

A. Conclusios

1. Recrystallization of RDX by Supercritical Fluid Anti-Solvents has
been demonstrated to be an effective technique to form RDX free of
intragranular cavities.

2. With appropriate combinations of parameters particle size can be
controlled; RDX crystals of quite narrow particle size distribution
could be formed ranging in average particle size from about 10
microns to about 100 microns. The 10 micron smie RDX is very
difficult to produce by the conventional Holaten AAP process.

3. A preliminary economic analysis shoved that at a processing level of
10.000.000 lbs/yr of RDX. the supercritical fluid anti-solvent
process could recrystallize RDX at total capital and operating costs
of about $0.50 to $1.00/lb.

4. Other capabilities of the supercritical fluid anti-solvent process
were suggested, viz.. co-precipitation of explosives and other
materials and the coating of explosive crystals with polymers.

B. Recommendations

1. Because of the positive results obtained on the Phase I program, a
Phase II study should be carried out.

2. The other processing potentials of supercritical fluid anti-solvents
described should be evaluated at the feasibility level.
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